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Abstract Keywords 
Nowadays, Bitcoin cryptocurrency is an alternative 
means of payment for purchases in many areas of our 
lives. However, fraudsters trying to seize cryptocurrency 
funds and often attack Bitcoin users. In this regard, 
methods are being developed to determine reliability 
of the transfer and prevent the loss of funds by the user. 
Data on all transactions in the Bitcoin network is public-
ly available, but does not contain any information about 
the user, except for the cryptocurrency wallet address, 
and the user is able to create a new transfer address 
for each transaction. To check reliability of a potential 
transfer recipient, algorithms for classifying the Bitcoin 
users are being developed. For classification, it is neces-
sary to join Bitcoin addresses into groups related 
to the same user. As a rule, address grouping methods 
are based on the heuristic of combining transaction 
inputs and the heuristic of determining the recipient 
address in the transaction. However, such methods 
provide inaccurate and incomplete results, which leads 
to development of new approaches having their own 
advantages and disadvantages, which limits their scope. 
Data structure of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency blockchain 
is considered, as well as comparison of existing ap-
proaches to address grouping is provided 
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Introduction. Since its introduction, Bitcoin became an alternative means  
of payment in many areas, which opened new opportunities to fraudsters try-
ing to seize the funds of their victims. All cryptocurrency transactions are 
available to anyone making it possible to analyze the Bitcoin transaction data 
to improve security in using cryptocurrency. However, Bitcoin network does 
not contain any information about the user except for the address, to which 
the cryptocurrency funds were transferred. In addition, the user for each new 
transaction is able to generate a new final transaction address. In this regard, 
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an urgent task is to select groups of addresses belonging to one user. Classified 
data makes the further analysis possible to determine reliability of the Bitcoin 
network user transaction, as well as to find the point of withdrawal of funds 
received by the fraudsters. 

To solve this problem, a large number of algorithms were developed that 
differ in the volume and novelty of data extracted from the Bitcoin blockchain,  
as well as in the set of distinguished classes and in the set of data collected for 
testing and training. The use of incomplete amount of data leads to limitations 
on applicability of these approaches and affects quality of the results obtained. 
This paper presents main approaches to solving the problem of  address grouping  
and comparing them. The address grouping algorithms are directly related to the 
Bitcoin transaction internal structure, so the first section describes the Bitcoin 
cryptocurrency blockchain data structure. The second section considers ways  
to group addresses belonging to the same user. 

Bitcoin transaction structure. To understand the address grouping 
methods, it is necessary to envision, how Bitcoin network transactions are 
structured. Bitcoin network data is represented by a chain of blocks, where each 
subsequent block is connected to the previous one (Fig. 1). Blocks contain  
a header and a list of transactions, by which Bitcoin users transfer 
cryptocurrency funds to each other [1]. Block header contains data about the 
current and previous blocks necessary to maintain the blockchain and ensure its 
security. The list of transactions contains one transaction with the transfer fee  
to the block creator (coinbase transaction) and a list of transactions of the other 
Bitcoin users. 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency blockchain 
 
To add a transaction, the user needs to create an electronic wallet, which  

is a pair of generated keys: open and private. Based on the open key, addresses are 
generated used to transfer Bitcoins between the users [2]. This transfer  
is carried out using a transaction. Transaction in the Bitcoin network includes  
a set of inputs and outputs (Fig. 2). Each output contains the amount of trans-
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency  
transaction structure 

ferred cryptocurrency funds, as well as the address of these funds recipient. Each 
input is a reference to the previous transaction output or uses Bitcoins not in-
volved in transactions previously. Difference between the amount of Bitcoins  
in the transaction inputs and outputs is the fee for adding transaction  
to the Bitcoin network. It should be noted that it is possible in one transaction  
to spend Bitcoins from the inputs only in full. Therefore, if it is necessary  
to transfer only part of the funds, transaction is added with an output containing 
a change returned to the owner of this transaction input funds. In addition, each 
block contains one transaction transferring the fee of the remaining transactions 
as remuneration to the user, who created the block [3, 4]. 

Protection against searching for transaction made by a single user is inherent 
in the very structure of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency transaction. When preparing  
a transaction, the user is able to use a new address created based on the open key 
of his electronic wallet. Thus, new addresses could be introduced in each pair  
of transactions of a single user, and many owners of cryptocurrency are using  
this option [5]. In this regard, the task arises to find the ways to group addresses 
belonging to the same user. 

Methods for address grouping. Users of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency  
are able to generate a new final transfer address in each transaction based on the 
open key of their electronic wallet. Thus, all transfers of a single user would  
be unrelated to each other in the Bitcoin blockchain. This significantly reduces 
possibility to classify Bitcoin addresses and, accordingly, to determine reliability 
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of any funds transfer. To solve this problem, methods are being developed  
to  group addresses belonging to the same user. 

The authors of [6] suggest using two heuristics to find Bitcoin addresses 
belonging to the same Bitcoin user: 

– heuristics based on transaction inputs. All inputs of one transaction 
should belong to one user (Fig. 3); 

– heuristics based on transaction outputs. New address is created for each 
transaction, where the user would receive the change from the funds transfer. 
Respectively, if one address of the two addresses in the transaction outputs  
already appeared in the blockchain before, and the second appears for the first 
time, then it is safe to assume that the new address is the change address, i.e.,  
it belongs to the same user, as the transaction input addresses. 

Fig. 3. Joining into group different Bitcoin addresses owned  
by the same user based on transaction input joining heuristic 

However, introduction of these heuristics nowadays would lead to erroneous 
grouping of addresses belonging to different users [7]. This is due to the fact that 
services appeared making it possible for two users to create one transaction for 
funds transfer specifying their addresses as transaction inputs and using multiple 
outputs as funds transfer and change endpoints [8]. Similarly, the second 
heuristic results in an error, if funds are transferred to more than one user. If in 
2013 such a situation could be rare, now such an assumption is erroneous [8]. 
However, heuristic of the transaction input combination is still used today in 
address grouping as one of the most appropriate way [9]. 

Heuristic version for obtaining the change address in a transaction based 
on three conditions is provided in [10]. 
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1. Transaction should not be of the coinbase type (remuneration to the user, 
who created the block). 

2. Address of the first output appeared in the blockchain for the first time, 
and the second output was encountered before. 

3. There is no address among the outputs, which is among the inputs of the 
same transaction. 

If all three conditions are met, the new address in the transaction outputs  
is proposed to be attributed to the same user, who owns the addresses from its 
inputs. The same approach is used in [8]. However, this approach could also lead 
to an error, if the user himself creates a transaction with two outputs, one  
of which is his change address already used before, but was not introduced in the 
inputs of the same transaction. 

Another heuristic modification based on outputs is proposed in [11]. 
Addresses are identified being used as the one-time change addresses, when the 
following transaction conditions are met: 

– transaction contains two outputs; 
– the number of inputs is not equal to two; 
– both addresses from the transaction outputs do not belong to its inputs; 
– one of the addresses in the outputs was not used in transactions before 

and contains four or more digits in the fractional part of the Bitcoins number; 
– another transaction output was already used before and was not defined 

as the change address. 
The authors confirm that significant improvement in the quality of allocated 

address groups was achieved by adding condition on the fractional part  
of the Bitcoins number. However, using all conditions still does not guarantee 
that the change address would be determined correctly for all transactions. 

Already known data on address ownership is used in the address grouping 
[12]. Work [11] proposes to define pairs of classes, to which an address could not 
belong simultaneously. For example, it was found that addresses of gambling 
services could simultaneously belong to exchangers, but are incompatible with 
miners. Accordingly, a condition is added in grouping that addresses belonging 
to incompatible pairs could not be grouped [11]. These patterns make it possible 
to reduce the number of incorrectly grouped addresses. However, there are 
exceptions that do not completely allow avoiding errors in address grouping.  

Methods proposed make it possible to group addresses based on assump-
tions about typical behavior of most users and on the fact that users tend to reuse 
their addresses [13]. In this regard, new services are being created that complicate 
solution of the task. For example, work [14] proposes a method for mixing the 
Bitcoins. Such services are called the mixers. They perform what is called  
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the Bitcoin mixing by creating a series of transactions between different Bitcoin 
addresses and dividing these transactions by the time of creation, amount  
of funds transfer and fee. As a result of a series of transfers, initial amount of the 
mixer user returns to his own Bitcoin address (minus  fee for the used transac-
tions), but the final addresses no longer have any obvious connection in the 
transaction chains with the initial user addresses. In addition, mixers create addi-
tional transactions with inputs owned by multiple users to make it more difficult 
to find the Bitcoins ultimate recipients in the transaction history, which could 
also lead to an error in using the input combination heuristic [15]. 

Therefore, users, if they desire, acquire opportunity to create transactions  
in such a way that it becomes impossible to group their addresses in the 
transaction chains. At the same time, such opportunities are being improved, 
which requires development of new approaches in the Bitcoin address grouping. 

Conclusion. Overview of the ways to group addresses belonging to one 
Bitcoin network user is provided. Advantages and disadvantages of the consid-
ered approaches are revealed. Most address grouping heuristics rely on the fact 
that users tend to reuse their addresses, and also that in a transaction,  
it is possible by a combination of features to identify the address, where  
the change is transferred. Some approaches take into account the user behavior 
statistics based on addresses, which owners are known. 

Disadvantage of most heuristics lies in fairly high probability of the different 
users address grouping  into one group, which introduces restrictions on the use 
of such approaches in further analysis of the address groups. Besides, new meth-
ods to transfer Bitcoins are constantly being developed making it more difficult 
to group the user addresses, which requires additional analysis of the user beha-
vior and development of new approaches to grouping the Bitcoin user cryptocur-
rency wallet addresses. Detailed consideration of approaches to group the ad-
dresses taking into account the use of mixers by users in funds transfer remains 
outside the scope of the current work. The use of mixers is becoming increasingly 
popular making this an area for further research. 
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